In this paper we extend general grid graphs to the grid graphs consist of polygons tiling on a plane, named polygonal grid graphs. With a cycle basis satisfied polygons tiling, we study the cyclic structure of Hamilton graphs. A Hamilton cycle can be expressed as a symmetric difference of a subset of cycles in the basis. From the combinatorial relations of vertices in the subset of cycles in the basis, we deduce the formula of inside faces in Grinberg theorem, called Grinberg equation, and derive a kind of cycles whose existence make a polygonal grid graph non-Hamiltonian, called non-Hamiltonian holes, and then we characterize the existence condition of non-Hamiltonian holes and obtain the necessary and sufficient condition of a polygonal grid graph to be Hamiltonian. The result in this paper provides a new starting point for developing a polynomial-time algorithm for Hamilton problem in general grid graphs.
Introduction
In this paper we consider finite, undirected, connected, and simple (no loops or parallel edges) graphs only. Terms and notations not defined here can be found in [1].
A grid graph is a subset of the integer lattice consisting of the tiling of the plane with unit squares.
A Hamilton graph is a graph contains a Hamilton cycle (a cycle containing every vertex of the graph).
Hamilton problem is to determine conditions under which a graph contains such cycle. 1982, Itai et al. show that the Hamilton problem for general grid graphs remains NP-complete [2] . 1995, Hwan-Gue, Cho and A. Zelikovsky conjecture that the Hamilton problem for solid grid graphs is NP-complete [3] .
1997, C. Umans and W. Lenhart gave a polynomial-time algorithm for Hamilton problem in solid grid
graphs [4] . However, the algorithm cannot work without the assumption of a solid grid [5] . It remains open for whether a polynomial-time algorithm exists for solid grid graphs with some holes.
The study of cycle bases in a graph is beginning from MacLane's research on the characterization of planar graphs in 1937 [6] . Associated with the graph there is a vector space over GF (2) , called the cycle space, consisting of the edge incidence vectors of all cycles (including the null cycle) and of all unions of edge-disjoint cycles of the graph. A set of cycles in the graph is a cycle basis if it is a basis in the cycle space of the graph. Any cycle in the graph can be written as a symmetric difference of the cycles in the basis. In this paper we survey the cyclic structure of Hamiltoncity in grid graphs with the cycle basis in which the cycles satisfy the condition of the tiling of the plane with polygons. Therefore, a Hamilton cycle can be denoted by a symmetric difference of the cycles in the subset of the cycle basis.
From the combinatorial relations of vertices in the subset, we deduce the formula for inside faces (the terms faces, polygons and cycles are used interchangeably in this paper) in Grinberg theorem A cycle is removable if no changes in the graph order when deleting it from G. Let E be a set of incident edges of vertex p. We use d 2 to denote an edge in E that another endvertex is of degree 2.
Some Terms and Notations

Grinberg Equation
First, we give Grinberg theorem as following: 
Here n=|E||V|+1. We write equality (6.1) as
in the following for short. Let |V i V j | s2 denote the sum of item |V i V j |2, |V i V j | s2 denote the sum of item |V i V j |=2, and
Then, we can write equality (3.1) as following:
We say the subset  is Hamiltonian if the symmetric difference of all cycles in  is a Hamilton cycle in graph G. Let || be the number of cycles in the subset. By the Proposition 3.1, we can write equality (3.2) in short as following:
And, (a) if  is Hamiltonian, then the symmetric difference of all cycles in  is a Hamilton cycle. This means
(b) Note that |V i | is the sum of orders of all cycles in, therefore,
Let |V i |3 3 , |V 4 |4 4 , , |V n |n n . Then we can write Equality (3.5) as
(c) Known that |V||V i |, substituting equality (3.4), equality (3.6), and |V||V i | in equality (3.3), we obtain
Hence,
Non-Hamiltonian Holes
In deduction of Grinberg equation, since the symmetric difference of all cycles in  is a Hamilton cycle, then all pair of cycles with a common edge satisfy |V i V j | s2 . See the left graph in Figure   4 .1. Clearly, it is Hamiltonian. While in the point of view of connection of two subsets of vertices, every pair of cycles without common edges also satisfy |V i V j | s2 . See the right graph in Figure   4 .1. There exists a claw (d2) subgraph satisfied |E|3 and |d 2 |3, so the graph is non-Hamiltonian.
Hence, it is insufficient that using the equation of a graph has solutions to determine whether it is
Hamiltonian.
When investigating the right graph with the cycle basis, the shadow region abc ought to be a cycle With the character of the shadow region abc, we give the following definitions.
Let G be a claw(d 2 )-free polygonal grid graph. Without confusion, we also use G to denote a cycle basis satisfied the condition of the tiling of the plane with polygons.
Let x be a vertex of deg(x)4 in G, C x be a set of removable cycles on vertex x such that x can be turned into a boundary vertex of deg(x)4 by deleting C x from G which write as GC x and satisfying GC x has solutions. C k is a removable cycle including interior vertices but no boundary edges (edges of w1) on vertex x in GC x . C e is a set of the removable cycles jointing C k with common edges. C v is a set of cycles jointing C k with common vertices. C xe is a set of the removable cycles in GC x jointing C k with the common vertex x. 
On vertex xV(G)
Given graph G having solutions of the equation, (GC
obtained by removing C x and C xe on a beginning vertex x and then continuously removing C x , C xe , C k from the produced subgraph having solutions of the equation until no C k in it. For example in Figure   4 .3, beginning with x 0 and removing C xe0 , we obtain a produced subgraph GC x0 C xe0 having solutions of the equation, then we select x 1 randomly as a beginning vertex and remove C xe1 and C k1 from G, repeating this procedure until we get to the last beginning vertex x 10 and remove C xe10 and C k10 from (GC x0 C xe0 )(C x9 C xe9 C k9 ), and then we obtain a produced subgraph it, that is 0. Thus, there exists |V i V j | s2 only for those every two cycles. While, there have two cases we must consider: two incident cycles combined with a common edge or without a common edge.
Note that G is a C k -free graph, every two incident cycles in a spanning subgraph of G is combined with a common edge. See the only two types of these combination in Figure 4 .4: {C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 } and {C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 ,C 5 }, and the intersections of two set of cycles are one cycle, a spanning cycle in graph G.
Hence, G is Hamiltonian.
Lemma 4.2 Given graph GC x having solutions of the equation, C x is a locally non-Hamiltonian hole of GC x . Ck is a globally non-Hamiltonian hole if and only if there is no solutions of the equation of
Proof. Given graph GC x having solutions of the equation.
For not having the solutions of the equation of (GC x C xe )(C x C xe C k ), by definition, under the condition of that having solutions of the equation of 
is Hamiltonian. It means C k can be a solution cycle of G. Then C k is not a globally non-Hamiltonian hole of G.
Lemma 4.3 G is non-Hamiltonian if C k is a globally non-Hamiltonian hole of G.
Proof. By definition we know that C k being a non-solution cycle is a necessary condition for the equation of GC x (C x ) having an solution if C k is a globally non-Hamiltonian hole of G. Then we have that there has a solution of the equation of GC x C k , and there must be two cycles passed through vertex x, which is contradiction to the definition of Hamilton graph. Thus, G is non-Hamiltonian. 
Conclusion
Independent Subbases
From Theorem 5.1, for a Hamilton graph G, we know that there is a set of cycles in the cycle basis whose symmetric difference is a Hamilton cycle of G. Every cycle in the set as a member has following property: the whole set is non-Hamiltonian if anyone in the set is non-Hamiltonian. Without loss of generality, we extend these members to subgraphs.
In the basis of a polygonal grid graph, the boundary-element set is a set of cycles including boundary vertices or boundary edges. Independent Subbasis is the interior connected subgraph bounded by a subset of boundary-element cycles. Therefore, a polygonal grid graph is consisted of boundary-element cycles and the independent Subbases they bounded. The minimal boundary-element set is a set of boundary-element cycles such that it can not bound any interior connected subgraph when removing any cycle from the set. The boundary-element co-set is the set of cycles having no relations with minimal boundary-element sets. We use g to denote a subgraph consisting of the independent Subbases and the minimal boundary-element set. |g| is the number of g in the graph. By the definitions above, it is clearly that all the graphs we consider before is of the basis of |g|1.
Obviously, subgraph g is equal to a cycle, denoted by C g , with the same order of g if it is
Hamiltonian. Let G g be a graph derived from the union of C g and the boundary-element co-set in graph G. Then we have the following proposition directly: By Proposition 6.1, we can use G g to study the Hamiltoncity of a basis of |g|2. See the left graph in Figure 6 .1, it has two independent Subbases (in spite of that they are empty graph) and one boundary-element co-set (cycle C). Both independent Subbases is Hamiltonian, thus the bases of G can be expressed by the bases of G g which is the union of two C 9 and one C 4 . See the right graph in Figure   6 .1.
In the following we take Tutte graph in G g is Hamiltonian, and then we can substitute C 25 to G g . And the boundary-element co-set is empty.
Hence, the equation of Tutte graph is 25 25 2( 25 1)46.
